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Abstract

Purpose: Congenital hemihydranencephaly (HH) is a very rare disorder charac-

terised by prenatal near-complete unilateral loss of the cerebral cortex. We inves-

tigated a patient affected by congenital right HH whose visual field extended

significantly into the both visual hemifields, suggesting a reorganisation of the

remaining left visual hemisphere. We examined the early visual cortex reorganisa-

tion using functional MRI (7T) and population receptive field (pRF) modelling.

Methods: Data were acquired by means of a 7T MRI while the patient affected by

HH viewed conventional population receptive field mapping stimuli. Two possi-

ble pRF reorganisation schemes were evaluated: where every cortical location pro-

cessed information from either (i) a single region of the visual field or (ii) from

two bilateral regions of the visual field.

Results: In the patient affected by HH, bilateral pRFs in single cortical locations

of the remaining hemisphere were found. In addition, using this specific pRF

reorganisation scheme, the biologically known relationship between pRF size and

eccentricity was found.

Conclusions: Bilateral pRFs were found in the remaining left hemisphere of the

patient affected by HH, indicating reorganisation of intra-cortical wiring of the

early visual cortex and confirming brain plasticity and reorganisation after an

early cerebral damage in humans.

Introduction

Sensory systems project their afferents towards the central

nervous system, keeping their native reference frame in the

form of topographic maps. The spatial organisation of

these maps follows the organisation of the sensory organ

that collects the information, so a spatial code is used for

retinotopic maps,1–3 a tonotopic code for auditory maps4,5

and so forth. The same type of organisation applies also to

efferent parts of the central nervous system, for example

the superior colliculus contains, at the level of the tectum, a

spatially organised topographic map that controls eye

movement direction6 whereas neighbouring locations con-

trol head turns and eye-hand coordination.7 However, pri-

mary afferent and efferent cortices are not the only parts of

the central nervous system which are organised topographi-

cally: portions of the associative cortex have also been

shown to be orderly organised along cognitively relevant

dimensions.8

The organisation of early visual cortex remains one of

the best studied examples of topographic organisation in

the central nervous system1,9–12 where each hemisphere

contains several orderly representations of the contra-lat-

eral visual field. Nowadays functional neuroimaging tech-

niques such as functional MRI (fMRI) can routinely

localise multiple maps in the early visual cortex in vivo.9–14.

Congenital hemihydranencephaly (HH) represents an

extreme case in human development, where only a single

brain hemisphere is present.15–17 The hemispheric loss

occurs during prenatal development, mostly due to a vas-

cular insult at the level of one of the carotid arteries15

which prevents the ipsilateral hemisphere to form and
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develop normally. Astonishingly, the destruction of one

hemisphere is not always associated with severe neurologic

impairments.17

As previously reported in a patient affected by HH,15

standard perimetry assessing the visual field integrity sug-

gested a considerable degree of reorganisation of the visual

pathway. The visual field extended across the vertical

meridian into visual locations normally processed by the

missing hemisphere. This makes this patient affected by

HH an extremely interesting model to assess the principles

of plasticity and stability that make visual field map repre-

sentations available for visual perception in humans.18

Therefore, to study the mechanisms of brain plasticity and

stability after an early cerebral damage, population recep-

tive field (pRF) properties of the early visual cortex in a

patient affected by HH were measured using fMRI (7T).

In a previous review paper,18 we drew analogies between

the cortical reorganisation of different types of congenital

visual pathway disorders, in particular HH, achiasma, and

albinism. We suggested that these different conditions may

lead to a common type of reorganisation, namely, inter-

leaved representations of both visual hemifields in one

hemisphere. At the fMRI resolution, this type of interleaved

representations leads to bilateral pRFs in early visual cor-

tex.

FMRI investigation of visual field maps in a previously

reported HH case with microphthalmia of the right eye,

already showed an overlaid representation of the left and

right visual hemifields.16 However, unlike the previously

reported HH case, in the patient affected by HH described

in this study both eyes are fully developed, though the left

eye is amblyopic, and both project to one hemisphere.

Our case report also differs from albinism, where most

of the fibres from each single eye (also fibres from the tem-

poral hemiretina) cross to the contra-lateral lateral genicu-

late nucleus (LGN) and then project back to the primary

visual cortex. Conversely, the patient affected by HH

described in this study presents the unique situation in

which both visual hemifields and both eyes project to the

same hemisphere.

Here, we measure the visual field representation in this

unique case of congenital right HH(15), deriving popula-

tion receptive field properties using functional MRI1,9–12

and characterising population receptive field (pRF) proper-

ties in early visual cortex. Our results show the presence of

bilateral population receptive fields in the remaining hemi-

sphere.

Methods

Subjects

All experimental procedures were cleared by the ethics

committee of University Medical Centre Utrecht. The

patient (age 28) affected by congenital HH was diagnosed

after neuroradiological investigation, which was requested

because a left hemiplegia was noticed during early neuro-

logical examinations. CT and MRI scans of the brain

showed that myelination of the left side was normal. The

cranium was normal, indicating that the hemisphere origi-

nally was formed but was later destroyed, probably by a

vascular disruption of the right middle cerebral artery. Tor-

ticollis was revealed by early ophthalmological and orthop-

tic investigations, with the head turned slightly to the left

side and tilted towards the left shoulder. The head turn was

associated with a left eso- and hypotropia, a latent nystag-

mus, and a dissociated vertical deviation. Assessment of the

ocular motility showed a limitation in the elevation of the

left eye. The left eye was mildly amblyopic. To treat it,

occlusion on the right eye was prescribed at the age of four,

and continued until age eight, then discontinued. Two ses-

sions of strabismus eye surgery were performed, but with

little effect on eye and head position. Visual acuity mea-

sures (Snellen) were right 6/15 (20/50 or 0.4 decimal) and

left 6/38 (~20/130; 0.16 decimal), without correction.

Recent visual field measurements are reported in Figure 1.

Other medical history details: HH patient underwent ade-

notomy, achilles tendon extension and is treated with

Depakine to treat epileptic seizures.

During the current examination, to minimise nystagmus,

a patch was applied to the amblyopic eye (left) one hour

before the patient affected by HH entered the scanner. Dur-

ing this hour, a visual acuity test of the right eye was per-

formed while the patient was familiarised with the visual

stimuli. In addition, her eye movements (right eye) were

recorded outside the scanner while viewing the same visual

stimuli and maintaining fixation in the centre of the screen.

In addition, two healthy control subjects (ages 30 and 32)

with normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and with-

out any known neurological condition participated in this

study.

Visual stimuli setup

Visual stimuli were presented by back-projection onto a

15.0 9 7.9 cm display/screen with resolution of

1024 9 538 pixels inside the MRI bore. HH patients and

control subjects viewed the screen/display through prisms

and mirrors, and the total distance from the subject0s eyes
(in the scanner) to the display/screen was 35 cm. Stimuli

were generated in Matlab (www.mathworks.com/prod-

ucts/matlab) using the PsychToolbox.19,20

Visual stimuli

Stimuli consisted of drifting bar apertures at four orienta-

tions, which exposed a checkerboard pattern moving paral-
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lel to the bar orientation.9–12 Alternating rows of checks

moved in opposite directions, and orthogonally with

respect to the bar orientation. The bar width (and width of

alternating white and black checks) subtended one-quarter

of the stimulus radius (1.56 degrees of visual angle). The

bar moved across the stimulus aperture in 20 evenly spaced

steps, each 0.625 degrees of visual angle, 1/20th of the stim-

ulus window diameter. As there was one step at the start of

each functional volume acquisition, each pass of the stimu-

lus lasted 20 acquisition repetitions (TRs), 30 s. Two bar

orientations and two different motion directions for each

bar were presented, giving a total of four bar motion direc-

tions (upward, downward, left and right within each run

(the same stimuli order was presented for each run). After

each bar pass, a 30 s of mean-luminance (zero contrast)

stimulus was displayed. Four mean-luminance blocks were

presented at regular intervals during the scan. Subjects fix-

ated on a dot in the centre of the visual stimulus. The fixa-

tion dot at the centre of the screen randomly changed

colour between green and red, subjects task was to maintain

fixation on the point and report the colour change by

means of a button press.

Structural and functional data acquisition

One structural T1-weighted anatomical MRI scan was

acquired with a resolution of 0.8 9 0.8 9 0.8 mm. Repeti-

tion time (TR) was 7 ms, echo time (TE) was 2.84 ms and

flip angle was 8 degrees acquired after the functional data

acquisition (Figure 2a).

Functional T2*-weighted multi-slice echo-planar

images (EPI) were acquired in two separate sessions (two

different days, for HH patient) and in a single acquisition

(control subjects) using a Philips Achieva 7T scanner

(Best, Netherlands), a volume transmit coil for excitation

and a 32-channel head coil for signal reception (Nova

Medical, MA, USA). Acquisition parameters were: TR/TE:

1500/30 ms, flip angle: 70°, voxel size: 2 mm isotropic,

and 24 coronal slices, centred on the occipital pole.

Functional scans were each 168 time frames (252 s) in

duration.

Preprocessing

For each session, EPI images were motion corrected for

head movement between scan acquisitions using the 3dvol-

reg function in AFNI (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov), using 6

degrees of freedom. For the HH patient the two motion-

corrected EPI sessions were co-registered in the same space

using the 3dAllineate function in AFNI. Motion corrected

images were co-registered with the T1-weighted anatomical

scan using the mrVista software (https://github.com/vista-

lab/vistasoft). T1-weighted anatomical scans were resam-

pled to 1 mm3 resolution. The resulting anatomical image

was manually segmented delineating white matter and grey

matter.

Functional data analysis

Population receptive field sizes and positions were esti-

mated from the fMRI data and visual stimulus position

time course and the BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent)

response of each voxel was predicted using a 2D Gaussian

pRF model with three different parameters18,21: pRF posi-

tion (x and y parameters) and spread (r). The predicted

fMRI time course was calculated by convolution of the

Figure 1. Goldmann kinetic perimetry results from HH (2002). In both the left (panel a) and right (panel b) eyes the visual field extends into left visual

hemifield.
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modelled pRF, the stimulus sequence, and a canonical

BOLD hemodynamic response function (HRF).22 The pRF

parameters for each voxel are determined by minimising

the sum of squared errors (RSS) between the predicted and

observed fMRI time series. The proportion of variance

explained for each voxel was stored and saved for further

analysis (seeModel Comparison).

For each subject (patient affected by HH and control

subjects), three different models were tested: a single 2D

Gaussian pRF (single pRF), a model in which 2D Gaussians

were mirrored around the horizontal axis (bilateral pRF,

mirrored around the horizontal meridian) and a model in

which 2D Gaussians model were mirrored around the verti-

cal axis (bilateral pRF, mirrored around the vertical merid-

ian). Because the two Gaussians are linked to each other,

these models have the same degrees of freedom as the con-

ventional one Gaussian pRF model. Unlike the conven-

tional model, these models represent two separate regions

of visual space within each cortical location.9,21

Eye movement recording

Eye movements during stimulus presentation can affect the

pRF sizes estimated.23 Eye movements of the HH patient

were measured using an Eyelink II system (SR Research,

http://www.sr-research.com/) before entering the scanner.

This allowed us to measure the distribution of fixation

positions with the same stimulus and task as was shown in

the scanner.

Control subjects and additional experimental conditions

The two healthy control subjects were presented with two

experimental conditions. In the first experimental condi-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Structural MRI of the patient affected by HH. Panels (a,b) coronal and horizontal slice illustrating the HH of the right hemisphere. Panel (c)

horizontal and sagittal slices showing the partially spared ipsilateral thalamus (continuous arrow). Panel D: partially spared ipsilateral thalamus (contin-

uous arrow) and, as a reference, the tentorium indicated by the dotted arrow.
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tion (fixation condition), the central fixation point

remained fixed in the centre of the screen during the whole

duration of the run and subjects were asked to report a

change in fixation point colour (from red to green and

vice-versa). In the second experimental condition (eye

movement condition) the central fixation point moved fol-

lowing the trajectory recorded offline (outside the scanner)

of the HH patient. Also in this second experimental condi-

tion, subjects were asked to report a change in fixation

point colour (from red to green and vice-versa). By asking

the subjects to perform similar eye movements, we aimed

to match the visual input experienced by the HH patient in

our healthy control subjects. However, because we did not

expect the healthy control subjects to follow exactly the fast

and erratic eye movement trajectories on the screen, we ran

two additional controls for eye movements. We estimated

pRF properties in healthy control subjects’ data (in the fixa-

tion condition) using a jittered version of the visual input:

(i) according to the eye movement data measured on the

HH patient and (ii) artificially doubling the amplitude of

the measured eye movements.

Model comparison

For each model, pRFs fits below 12% variance explained

were excluded from further analysis. The conjunction of

the voxels that survived the thresholding for each separate

model entered the subsequent stage of analysis. In this way

the same recording sites for each model were evaluated.

The three models were compared in pairs (three different

comparisons) for each dataset by means of signal detection

theory.24 For each model comparison the variance

explained distribution of the first model was taken as the

test distribution, whereas the variance explained of the sec-

ond model was taken as baseline distribution. Iso-sensitiv-

ity lines (lines of identical sensitivity) between the two

distributions were derived by changing iteratively the

threshold variance explained and computing the false-

alarm rate (FA) and hit-rate (HIT) associated with the

baseline and test distributions. For each model comparison

the area under the curve (AUC) was computed to sum-

marise which model better predicted the observed data.

AUC values above 0.5 indicated that the test model pre-

dicted the data better than the baseline model. A value of

0.5 indicated that the test model and baseline models could

not be separated (explained the data equally well). AUC

values below 0.5 indicated that the test model predicted the

data worse than the baseline model. AUC Bonferroni cor-

rected 95% confidence intervals (CI) were computed for

each model comparison by bootstrapping the baseline and

test distribution 2000 times with replacement. The empiri-

cal confidence interval of the parameter of interest was cor-

rected according to the number of condition tested.

PRF size vs eccentricity relationship

PRF eccentricity was binned into 10 equally spaced inter-

vals from 0.25 until 5.25 degrees of visual angle (adeg), the

median pRF size was computed for each eccentricity bin

and the relationship between the binned pRF size and

eccentricity was tested by means of a linear model as done

in previous reports.1–3,9–12 Bonferroni corrected 95% confi-

dence intervals (CI) were computed for each model by

bootstrapping PRF size and eccentricity estimates 2000

times with replacement. The empirical confidence interval

of the parameter of interest was corrected according to the

number of condition tested. For example in Figure 5a there

are empirical 95% confidence intervals reported for seven

different conditions, thus each confidence interval comes

from the .05/7 and 1-.05/7 quantiles of the parameter of

interest (in this case, AUC).

Results

HH behavioural performance

Performance of the patient affected by HH on the beha-

vioural task presented at fixation exceeded 70% and 80%

correct both inside and outside the MR scanner, respec-

tively. This performance indicates that our HH patient was

fixating and able to successfully report the majority of fixa-

tion colour changes. Eye movement recording outside the

MR scanners confirmed the presence of latent nystagmus in

the range of 3–4 degrees of visual angle, with a frequency of

~0.75 Hz.

Severe movements inside the MR environment limited

analyses

Subject movement inside the scanner not only introduces

displacement of the signal source but also magnetic field

distortions,25 which will corrupt the signal integrity. Fur-

thermore, motion correction techniques can only account

for movement between different fMRI images (acquired at

each separate TR), whereas motion within a TR cannot be

corrected for (e.g. tremor within a single TR). The HH

patient moved substantially within the MR scanner.

Motion detection and correction algorithms estimated this

motion to be on the order of 8–9 degrees for rotations

and 7 mm for translations across a whole session. In com-

parison, displacement in the order of 1–2 degrees or 2–
3 mm are already considered problematic to correct for at

the within-subject level, with the risk of ending in local-

minima of the cost function, resulting in very poor

motion correction.26 This amount of motion forced us to

discard the majority of the functional data collected and

limit the analysis to the first functional run of each acqui-

sition session (Figure 3), similar results were obtained
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using different motion correction cost functions.26 The

motion estimated in the selected two runs was in the order

of 1.5 degrees for rotations and 1.3 mm for translation,

comparable with that observed in control subjects. The

two runs were averaged together to increase signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). Given that only two runs were available

for the HH patient, we limited the analysis to two runs

only also for the healthy control subjects analysis, in each

experimental condition (fixation and eye movements).

Overall, variance explained for the HH patient dataset was

lower than those observed with the healthy control sub-

jects.

The severe subject motion confounded any conventional

analyses of visual field map organisation on the cortex sur-

face, as usually done in retinotopic mapping and pRF map-

ping studies 9–14. Instead, we compared the results across

different models (see Methods ? Model Comparison sec-

tion21).

By limiting the analysis to those scans with an acceptable

amount of motion and thoroughly testing for eye move-

ment artefacts (see Control Subjects, Experimental Condi-

tions) we limited the influence of unwanted covariates,

potentially affecting our results.

Bilateral pRFs in the patient affected by HH but not

control subjects

We compared all MRI recording sites that survived a mini-

mum variance explained (R2) value of 12% for any model.

We evaluated the models using iso-sensitivity curves

(Figure 4). The iso-sensitivity curves highlight an atypical

pattern of results in the HH patient (Figure 4, orange line).

The bilateral pRF mirrored around the vertical axis outper-

formed the single pRF model, whereas the opposite pattern

of results could be observed in control subjects, with single

pRF model performing better than bilateral pRF model

(Figure 4, blue and green lines).

We visualised different conditions in one figure (Fig-

ure 4): if the iso-sensitivity line was above the bisection line

(dotted line, Figure 4), then the bilateral pRF model (mir-

rored around the vertical axis) performed better than the

single pRF model. This results in AUC larger than 0.5. Sim-

ilarly, if the iso-sensitivity line was below the bisection line

(dotted line, Figure 4), then the single pRF model per-

formed better than the bilateral pRF model (mirrored

around the vertical axis). In this case, the AUC is smaller

Figure 3. Motion correction results from the patient with HH from the

first session. Separate subplots report six motion parameters, from top

to bottom: rotation about the inferior-superior axis (degrees), rotation

about the left-right axis (degrees), rotation about the anterior-posterior

axis (degrees), translation in the superior direction (mm), translation in

the left direction (mm), translation in the posterior direction (mm). X

axis reports time in seconds, blue dotted lines indicates different runs.

Red circles indicate events with sudden, erratic motion. We were forced

to discard the majority of the functional data collected and limit the

analysis to the first functional run of each acquisition session (data from

a second session on a different day showed a similar pattern).

Figure 4. Comparison between bilateral pRF model (mirrored around

the vertical axis) and single pRF model. Iso-sensitivity lines for the model

comparisons are reported. On the data acquired from the subject

affected by HH, bilateral pRF model (mirrored around the vertical axis)

outperformed the single pRF model (black line). Control subjects show

the opposite pattern, single pRF model performs better than bilateral

pRF model (mirrored around the vertical axis, grey lines). Dotted line

represents bisection, where bilateral pRF model and single pRF model

cannot be distinguished. The icons represent schematic pRFs visual field

configurations.
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than 0.5. In case the line follows the bisection line (dotted

line, Figure 4) then the single pRF model and the bilateral

pRF model (mirrored around the vertical axis) could not

be separated (both models explained the data equally well),

i.e. AUC equals 0.5. Our result demonstrates that the bilat-

eral pRF model outperforms the conventional single pRF

model on the subject affected by HH but not controls.

For each model comparison we computed the AUC for

the iso-sensitivity line, to summarize which model better

predicted the observed data (Figure 5). The bilateral pRF,

mirrored around the vertical axis, outperformed the single

pRF model for the HH patient, but the opposite pattern

was observed on healthy control subjects results at fixation,

when asked to perform an eye movement and when the

model input was jittered according to eye movements

recorded offline on the HH patient (Figure 5a). Similar

results could be observed on the comparison between the

bilateral pRF, mirrored around the vertical axis and the sin-

gle pRF model and bilateral pRF, mirrored around the hor-

izontal axis (Figure 5b). As a further control, AUC on

bilateral pRF, mirrored around the horizontal performed

worse than single pRF model, across all tested datasets (Fig-

ure 5c). The same pattern of results could be observed also

when we artificially double the amount of the visual input

jittering on control subjects (twice as much than what was

recorded offline on the patient affected by HH, data not

shown).

Several techniques are available to analyse pRF mapping

data.27 Some of them show benefits compared to the classic

model-based approach,27,28 for example being less influ-

enced by the high degree of correlated response patterns

that pRF mapping elicits. The approach adopted in our

experiment directly build upon from already published

research, where bilateral pRFs were found on an achias-

matic patient, using the same technique adopted here.18,21

PRF positions were mirrored with respect to the vertical

(or horizontal meridian) to keep a constant number of

model parameters between the single Gaussian and the

bilateral pRFs models. Otherwise the number of degrees of

freedom would differ between the different models, which

will complicate the comparison between different models.

It can be argued that if the data quality is poorer, it is

more likely that the bilateral pRF model will fit the data

better despite both models having the same degrees of free-

dom. For this reason, we tested two bilateral pRFs configu-

rations (bilateral, mirrored around the vertical axis vs

bilateral, mirrored around the horizontal axis, (Figure 5b).

We observed an advantage of the bilateral vertical pRF

model compared to the bilateral horizontal pRF for the HH

patient. Even when comparing models with very similar

Figure 5. AUC comparison between different models. The error bars indicate the AUC 95% CI (Bonferroni corrected). Panel (a) The bilateral pRFs

mirrored around the vertical axis outperformed the single pRF model for the HH patient (orange bar). This was not the case for control subjects, nei-

ther when fixating nor while making eye-movements nor when the model input was jittered according to eye movements recorded on the HH patient

(blue and green bars). Panel (b) The bilateral pRF, mirrored around the vertical axis outperformed the bilateral pRF, mirrored around the horizontal

axis, for the HH patient (orange bar). Again, this was not the case for control subjects’ results, along all experimental conditions tested (blue and green

bars). Panel (c) A different biologically-implausible bilateral pRF model where the pRFs were mirrored around the horizontal axis performed worse than

the single pRF model in all tested datasets. Icons represents schematic pRFs visual field configurations. These results demonstrate that the bilateral pRF

model outperforms any other model in the HH patient but not in control subjects and several control conditions.
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features within the same dataset (hence, with the same level

of noise), the bilateral pRF model mirrored around the ver-

tical meridian outperforms the alternatives.

pRF size vs eccentricity relationships

Only when taking into account bilateral pRFs, mirrored

along the vertical axis, the HH patient showed a significant

and expected increase of pRF size with increase eccentricity

(Figure 6a, slope estimate = 0.34, t = 8.80, p < 0.001). This

result was confirmed by the bootstrapped 95% confidence

intervals of the slope parameter: [0.09 0.45]. This is analo-

gous to our observation in achiasmic patients.21 We did

not observe this pattern for other pRF models: bilateral

pRF, mirrored along the horizontal axis: slope esti-

mate = �0.09, t = �1.45, ns; single pRF: slope esti-

mate = �0.01, t = �0.33, ns). On the other hand, the

bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals of the slope param-

eter did not differ significantly between the different pRF

models (bilateral pRF, mirrored along the horizontal axis:

[�0.81 0.18]; single pRF: [�0.5 0.15]). So we see a trend of

typical pRF size vs eccentricity in the bilateral pRFs even

though not as strong as the ones observed in healthy popu-

lations. We could observe the same pRF size vs eccentricity

relationship in control subjects for the pRF model with

single location, as it is known to occur9–12,29–34 (fixation

condition, Figure 6d, slope estimate = 0.24, t = 49.25,

p < 0.001). Healthy control subjects showed overall larger

pRF sizes than the HH patient (Figure 6, panel a, b,

t = 29.56, p < 0.001). This may be a difference between

controls and HH. On the other hand, even in healthy con-

trol subjects, pRF sizes vary with a factor of two.10 Conse-

quently, this difference may also be attributed to normal

variation between subjects.

Our results shows an atypical organisation of early visual

cortex in a patient affected by congenital right HH. The

data reveals an overlaid representation of both right and left

visual hemifield located in the occipital lobe of the con-

tralesional hemisphere of the HH patient. The AUC analy-

sis suggests that pRFs consists of bilateral pRFs, mirrored

around the vertical axis. Furthermore, the biologically

known relationship between pRF size and eccentricity was

only recovered when taking into account this atypical

model with bilateral pRFs. This strongly suggests bilateral

Figure 6. PRF size vs eccentricity relationship. Panel (a) Data on the HH patient showed the expected pRF size vs eccentricity relationship only when

data was fit with the model with bilateral pRFs, mirrored around the vertical axis. Panel (b) The HH patient did not show the expected pRF size vs

eccentricity relationship when data was fit with bilateral pRFs, mirrored around the horizontal axis. Panel (c) The HH patient did not show the expected

pRF size vs eccentricity relationship when data was fit with single pRFs. Panels (d,e) PRF size vs eccentricity relationship in healthy control subjects. The

same pattern could be observed in existing studies9–12 with the single pRF. Icons represents schematic pRFs visual field configurations. This data illus-

trates normal pRF size relationships in HH patient only when taking into account the abnormal bilateral pRF model.
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pRFs and overlapping visual field maps in this HH patient.

This provides further evidence for the hypothesis that, in

humans, these types of congenital visual pathway malfor-

mations result in an interleaved representation of the ipsi-

and contralateral visual field in early visual cortex.16,21

These results differ from studies on other non-human pri-

mates, in the case of congenital chiasmatic abnormalities,

where three different reorganisation schemes have been

observed.18,35,36

Hard wired topographical representation and

hemihydranencephaly

Congenital hemihydranencephaly provides an interesting

case to evaluate the plasticity and stability mechanisms

operating during neonatal development. Rat studies suggest

that the development of topographical organisation of early

visual cortex is an hard-wired process: during normal

development, neighbouring neurons in the retina project to

neighbouring neurons in the LGN that grow their axons

until they reach V1 neurons.37,38 A dramatic vascular event,

such the one that prevents the formation of a whole hemi-

sphere,15,17 forces a rewiring of the formation of early topo-

graphical organisation. PRF mapping results shows an

overlaid, or interleaved, representation of both the right

and left visual hemifields in the occipital lobe of the con-

tralesional hemisphere in the HH patient.

For each cortical location two separate visual field loca-

tions are represented simultaneously, one on each single

hemifield. Two non-mutually exclusive configurations

might drive this type of result: individual neurons could be

characterised by bilateral receptive fields. Namely, a single

neuron can be sensitive to two separated location in space,

mirrored with respect to the vertical meridian.21 Alterna-

tively, intermixed neuronal populations each sensitive to

one location in visual space may underlie bilateral pRFs.

During embryo development the crossing of the optic

nerve fibres towards the contralateral side is mediated by

molecular cues39 and occurs approximately after 50 days of

gestation.40 It is likely that the vascular insult that pre-

vented the formation of the missing hemisphere had

already occurred when the optic nerve fibres reached the

chiasm crossing during embryo development. In those con-

ditions the fibres from the contralateral eye followed only

contra-lateral molecular cues due to the lack of ipsi-lateral

guiding cues. This is consistent with the anatomical images,

showing a spared contra-lateral thalamus and a partially

spared ipsi-lateral thalamus.

A redirection of the eye-LGN projection to the surviving

hemisphere as the one described above, together with a pre-

served geniculostriate projection, would yield an inter-

mixed neuronal population where each neuron is sensitive

to one location in visual space. This pattern of rewiring at

the level of the thalamus likely underlie the reorganisation

that we observe from the functional data in HH primary

visual cortex, and it is consistent with what has been

reported in cases of human hemihydranencephalia and

achiasma.16,21

Thus this result is consistent with a reorganisation of the

input to the thalamus, whereas thalamo-cortical projec-

tions are preserved but carrying different information.

Therefore, akin to achiasma, we suggests that local intra-

cortical reorganisations make the altered visual field repre-

sentation available for perception.

Hemihydranencephaly in comparison with other visual

pathway disorders

The data reported confirms finding of Muckli et al. on

HH.16 We extend and complemented their observations in

two important ways. First, Muckli et al. in their previous

report on HH did not evaluate the presence of bilateral

pRFs directly. Though their overlapping visual field maps is

suggestive of this in part. In our HH patient we extended

the previous findings testing separate models via a forward-

modelling approach and testing alternative re-organisation

models to the same dataset. Second, the HH patient

described by Muckli et al.16 was not only hemihydranen-

cephalic but also anophthalmic in the right eye, a situation

more comparable to achiasma where one eye projects to

one hemisphere. On the contrary, in our HH patient, both

eyes project visual information into the same hemisphere;

despite one eye being amblyopic. Obviously, amblyopia per

se does not result in bilateral pRFs.41 Also, the reported HH

case differs from previous cases of achiasma21 and albin-

ism,42 given that in the present investigation, a single hemi-

sphere processes not only both visual hemifields but also

both eyes.

In the HH patient tested here, both eyes and hemifields

converge towards a single hemisphere, hence the rewiring

involved may differ from the previous case report of HH.16

Yet, the results are consistent with the type of rewiring

observed in completely different cases of abnormal visual

pathways, such as achiasma21 and albinism.42 However, dif-

ferences might arise at a smaller scale (finer spatial resolu-

tion) than the one measured so far with functional

neuroimaging in the current investigation and others.16

The investigation on rewiring mechanisms occurring dur-

ing neonatal stage would benefit from current improve-

ments in high-field functional imaging at sub-millimetre

resolution.18

Behaviour

A recent review on hemihydranencephaly form Pavone

et al.17 shows that, quite surprisingly, this brain’s anomaly
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is not frequently associated with language problems or sev-

ere mental retardation, and confirm that often cognitive

performance and visual function are relatively preserved

(except for nystagmus and lack of stereopsis). Also consis-

tent with the reviewed cases of Pavone et al.,17 also the HH

patient tested here made effective use of her vision in daily

life, with no apparent confusion between left and right

visual fields. This observation is in line with what has been

observed in subjects with achiasma.43–45

Conclusions

The study of visual pathway abnormalities is a powerful

model for our basic understanding of developmental mech-

anisms in the human brain, and provides crucial insight

into the relation between stability and plasticity in the

human visual system. The fMRI results described in this

study on a patient affected by congenital HH, comple-

mented with previous ophthalmological investigations

demonstrate the high degree of plasticity of the visual sys-

tem at the stage of neonatal development. Despite the sev-

ere anatomical abnormalities, the visual system of HH

seems to create successfully adaptations in order to obtain a

stable visual representation15,18 and shows an interleaved

representation of the ipsi- and contralateral visual fields in

early visual cortex.

In conclusion, this study lends further evidence to the

hypothesis that in humans congenital visual pathway mal-

formations, such as hemihydranencephaly, achiasma, and

albinism, developmental mechanisms of local wiring within

cortical maps compensate for the improper gross wiring to

preserve visual function.18
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